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BED Overview






Burlington’s municipal electric utility
 Public Power since 1905
 117 employees, including 36 at the McNeil Generating Station
 Owned fiber optic loops and upgraded SCADA system
 ~96% advanced meter deployment
20,000+ customers
 16,763 residential / 3,829 commercial and industrial
 >6,000 residential accounts turn over each year
Electricity facts:
 Summer Peak: ~65 MW / Annual energy Use: ~350,000 MWH
 Third largest electric utility in Vermont
 McNeil is the largest generator in Vermont with VY Retirement
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BED Efficiency Program
Efficiency is Cornerstone of Energy Innovation


Electric use today down about 4% from 1989.



Total BED investment of $28.8 million since 1990.



BED saves an estimated $4.1 million annually in direct costs ($2.2 million energy,
$0.5 million capacity, and $1.4 million transmission) from these investments even at today’s low energy prices.



BED’s customers save approximately $11 million annually on their electric bills.



On-bill financing available for commercial customers.



Examples of business efficiency projects include HVAC and ventilation controls,
LED fixtures with occupancy sensors.
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BED Energy Efficiency
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National Leader
in Renewable Energy
First city in the nation to source 100% of energy from renewable generation
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No Rate Increase Since 2009
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Supporting Local Clean
Energy Economy











McNeil plant wood chip procurement – Mostly within 60 miles of the plant, support local forestry
economy

McNeil purchased from 56 different suppliers in FY16 (not including sub-contractors)

Vast majority of these suppliers are relatively small Vermont-based
New load control pilot program – Packetized Energy

Using water heaters as a “virtual power plant” using emerging technology identified by the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) as one of the most
promising technologies for coordinated distributed energy resources
Airport solar project - Encore Redevelopment
Burlington City Schools Solar – AllEarth Renewables and Encore Redevelopment
Accel-VT Energy Accelerator with VT Sustainable Jobs Fund and VCET
EV charging stations at Hannafords, Church Street Marketplace, UVM – over 600 charges by out-of-state
visitors annually
BED and DPW rooftop solar with DC Energy Innovations
BED solar/storage demo project with Northern Reliability
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Clean Energy Innovation


Electric Vehicles – In 2017 for the first time ever BED began offering rebates for
electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid vehicles, and an enhanced incentive for low and
moderate income customers. This program continues in 2018.



Electric Buses – BED is working with Green Mountain Transit, VTrans, and other
partners to help bring 4 new electric buses to Burlington in 2018.



Electric Bikes – BED is partnering with Local Motion to offer modest incentives for
electric bikes, and create an E-bike lending library for bike sharing.



Solar Shopper – BED launched a new solar program for customers in 2017, providing
a customized solar estimate to interested customers from up to six Vermont-based
solar installer partners within 3 business days.



Cold-Climate Heat Pumps – BED is now offering oil and propane customers an
enhanced incentive for purchase of cold-climate heat pumps, and working to
coordinate this with weatherization services.
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District Energy


BED has been working with Corix, our partner, on finally bringing district energy to
Burlington.



Initial feasibility study showed a district energy system could be cost-competitive
with business as usual.



Initial plan uses three energy sources: 1) “waste” heat from McNeil; 2) steam heat
from McNeil turbine; 3) natural gas generators for peaking and backup



Scenario would involve running system from McNeil plant up to UVM Medical
Center, and over to downtown.



Potential customers are reviewing individual economic assessments from Corix.



GHG emissions reduction in natural gas/heating sector in Burlington of
approximately 13-15 percent from just initial proposed system, which could expand
over time.
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Coming in 2018


BED is working on offering a clean energy finance program to customers through
partnership with local banks/credit unions



Electric vehicle charging rate to prioritize off-peak charging



Examine net zero milestones and pathways



Continue EV rebates, solar shopper, and other new programs



Look at options to support more community solar
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